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Steady-state operation of tokamaks has to rely on a large bootstrap current (jBS) fraction to-

gether with substantial current drive from neutral heatingbeams (jNBCD) and microwave heating

( jECCD). The inductive voltage induced by the central solenoid ideally is switched off. Uncer-

tainties in the prediction ofjBS and the driven currentsjNBCD and jECCD might have an im-

pact on the design and performance of next generation fusiondevices. The present work aims

at an experimental validation of the predicted contributions from jBS, jNBCD and jECCD em-

ploying non-inductive plasmas at ASDEX Upgrade. Since the ohmic current in present-day

non-inductive discharges with large contributions from driven currents is small, non-inductive

plasmas provide a scenario where small variations in the predicted ohmic current, loop voltage,

and diamagnetic flux can sensitively be compared to evaluations from equilibrium reconstruc-

tions.

Non-inductive improved H-mode operation in ASDEX Upgrade (q95 ≈ 5.3 andβN = 2.7)

aims at elevated central q-profiles using ECCD and NBCD. This can not only improve the sta-

bility and confinement of the plasma by eliminating some of the most common resistive MHD

instabilities, but also increase the pulse length by increasing the corejBS. Scenarios with much

reduced inductive current up to the case where the current inthe central solenoidIOH is fixed will

be studied. The ohmic current calculated fromjBS, jNBCD and jECCD subtracted from the total

current are compared to the ohmic current calculated with anequilibrium solver. The balance

of the profiles of the equilibrium current and the calculatedcurrents allows a spatially resolved

consistency inspection. The used equilibrium reconstruction couples aninverseGrad-Shafranov

equilibrium solver with thepredictivecurrent diffusion equation. An extended set of measure-

ments constraining the equilibrium is complemented by flux-surface-averaged toroidal current

distributions obtained by solving the current diffusion equation between successive equilibria.

Various methods for calculating the neoclassicaljBS are compared. ThejBS contribution from

beam ions will be discussed. Uncertainties ofjNBCD (calculated with TRANSP) resulting from

uncertain input quantities will be reviewed.
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